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To provide to individuals, from any background, the  wisdom of 
Vedanta and practical means for spiritual growth and happiness, 
enabling them to become a positive contributor to the society.

Chinmaya Lahari

S WA M I  C H I N M AYA N A N D A 
Satsang with Swami Chinmayananda

A looter merely repeated the word “Ram Ram” and 
reached the status of Valmiki; and a little innocent child, 
Dhruva, repeating the mantra “Om Namo Bhagavate 
Vasudevaya,” attained enlightenment. It is not the 
meaning of the words that is important. They are a crutch 
for the mind to turn in the direction of the Self.

In ardent faith, with true and deep devotion, and with the 
mind not running to the sense objects, if we can turn our 
attention for a few moments a day to call out to Him, it 
will be the most effective prayer. The child may be in any 
part of the house; it need not know where the mother is, 
but the moment the child cries, the mother appears and 
gathers in the child to her bosom.
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S WA M I  C H I N M AYA N A N D A

THE CHALLENGE
PART 3

In a series of three talks Swami Chinmayananda addressed the students 

of Somayya College, Bombay, on the techniques of success. These talks 

were originally published in Tapovan Prasad in the year 1968.
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We started out with the donkey and the gold. The donkey has no use 
for the gold it is carrying on its back. Similarly, knowledge is merely a 
load on a person who is not able to use it properly. We analyzed further 
to find that in order to become successful, we must have the quality of 
enchanting others by whatever we say or do, which is possible only when 
the quality of our minds is improved and polished. As the mind, so the 
man. The quality of mind depends on the flow of thoughts. If we can 
change our thoughts, we can change our mind and personality. 

SUDDEN CHANGE IN PERSONALITY 

Quite often, we see a drastic change in the personality brought about by 
a sudden shock in life. Eleven years ago, when I first came here, I was 
introduced to a Sethji, who was perhaps the richest man in Bombay. He 
told me that he came to the town with only four annas and a dhoti on 
his body. "I have a son, and I want to give him everything. He is Narayana's 
prasad." 

The man never parted with a paisa. After a few more years, I was told 
by my devotees that this Sethji had changed thoroughly. It seems that his 
only son, after passing the school finals, asked his father's permission to go 
to Poona with a few of his friends. They went in a beautiful Bentley car, 
but met with an accident in which the boy died. Sethji's entire life was 
centered around his son and this was a major shock for him. It changed 
him completely. He started giving a lot of money to charity. In fact, he 
was funding three orphanages. 

When I went to see him, he took my hand and said, "You must come to 
my orphanages." I visited them and the poor man was very happy. He 
said, "Swamiji, at that time, I could not even think of this. I could see only my 
son. Now all these children are mine. I am so happy." The outer shock had 
changed his pattern of thought and the texture of his mind. 

We do not have to wait for such a tragedy to happen. Somehow, if each 
one of us changes our mind, our entire life and destiny can be changed. 
Deep thinking and correct analysis can help us to change. 

WHY DO PEOPLE DIFFER? 

Though each one of us thinks, the thoughts vary from individual to 
individual. Even among four brothers in the same family, there will be 
differences in thoughts. Father and mother have different thoughts. Even 
in a single individual, thoughts change Monday to Friday, morning to 
evening. It is never the same. 

In analyzing this, our great Rishis observed that thoughts are different 
because the sources from which they arise are different. For example, 
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Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari and Cauvery are all nothing but a flow of water. 
However, if we collect small samples from each and analyze the water, 
we will find that the chemical components in them, like the lime, mica, 
calcium and so on, vary from river to river. 

The water in the cloud is pure. When the rainwater falls on different 
mountains and rolls down, various minerals and other components are 
carried in the flow. Thus the waters of the River Krishna are different 
from that of Cauvery. Godavari is different from Yamuna. Narmada flows 
through the marble area, and marble is calcium carbonate. Therefore, 
Narmada water contains more calcium. 

You and 1, each one of us, is born into this world crystal clear, like the 
water of this river, because none of us had any thoughts. Each one is 
born into a different environment. Each one goes through a series of 
experiences and gathers various thoughts and ideas. Today, each one of us 
is a repository of thought» which are the sum total of all our education 
in life. So each one of us is different; even two children born in the same 
family differ from each other. 

PERSONALITY: PRODUCT OF THE PAST 

Every one of us is the product of past thoughts and actions. In the future, 
every one of us will become what he is thinking and doing now in the 
present. Today, I am talking about the Upanishads and Hinduism because 
I have been studying them for the last 

twenty years. It is of no use for me to regret not being a doctor or an 
engineer today. In the past I ordered myself to be a sannyasi with that 
intention, I worked hard for it, and today I am a sannyasi. I have shaped 
the direction of my thoughts. At this moment, my actions are ordered 
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by, compelled by, governed by, ruled over by the irresistible direction of 
my thoughts. If I am a pickpocket of ten years practice, wherever I go, 
my eyes will be on your hip pocket. If I am a musician, I will be singing 
songs or listening to music wherever I go. We cannot avoid it. Each one 
of us is the product of the past. 

All of us together form the community. Communities put together make 
the nation. So the nation today is the sum total of the entire past of 
the communities. So a German behaves like a German, and not like a 
Frenchman or an Englishman. Each one of us, a product of the past, 
All of us together form the community. Communities put together make 
the nation. So the nation today is the sum total of the entire past of 
the communities. So a German behaves like a German, and not like a 
Frenchman or an Englishman. Each one of us, a product of the past, 
contributes to the texture of the national character. 

IDEALS INSPIRE THOUGHTS 

At this moment, it is my past that compels me to do what I am doing, 
whether good or bad. The question is: "How do I change my entire pattern 
of life and bring out a more beautiful personality, calm and serene, expressing 
the music of joy and ecstasy in the world?" This happens when I change my 
thoughts; the thoughts are changed when my ideal is changed. 
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Take the example of Mahatma Gandhi. One day there must have come to 
him a greater ideal, a vaster vision. He must have thought, "What about my 
country? Everyone is working for their own families. I am one of the educated 
few, who form two percent of the nation; in fact, very few among them have had 
education abroad. I have had that exposure and the taste of freedom. Why is it 
that my country is without freedom?" So Gandhi took up the ideal of getting 
freedom for his country. Earlier, he had the ideal of a successful barrister 
of law and studied and perfected himself in that. However, that ideal was 
not sufficient for him. "I shall, if necessary, sacrifice myself entirely for the 
benefit of my country. My country is greater than my profession." He held 
on to the great ideal and grew to be a great national leader. Where the 
ideal is not only high, but also has an inspiring influence, then not only 
is our contribution to the world great, but the beauty of our personality 
also increases. 

STRIKING THE RIGHT BALANCE 

All beauty lies in the right balance. A woodcutter, who uses his arms all the 
time, develops strong biceps, but his legs will not develop correspondingly. 
A football player develops his calf-muscles, but his hands are not developed. 
The tennis player will develop one hand only! In order to develop a 
handsome anatomy, scientific exercises are necessary. Each muscle has to 
be developed so that there is symmetry. 

The other day I was going somewhere by train. There was tremendous rush 
at the station. I saw a Gujarati. He was talking in Gujarati to a friend who 
Will' sitting right in front of me. He started inquiring, "What is the news?" 
The other gentleman said, "Twenty-six rupees." They started talking about 
markets. Both of them were tuned to one idea profit making, and their 
minds moved only in that direction. A businessman sees the possibilities 
of business everywhere. The doctor notices the symptoms of illness when 
he meets anyone. Their minds are trained in that specific direction. 

I can become inspired by a political philosophy, by a scientific vision or 
by my own personal ambition or aspiration to outshine all others. All 
these aspects will develop my character, but it will not be an all-round 
development. As a politician, I can be brilliant at the political game, but 
my ethical principles will be compromised. In order to realize my dream 
of becoming powerful, I may resort to unfair means. Such lopsided growth 
leads to an ugly personality. Such people, who have, no doubt, developed 
one aspect of their personality tremendously, but only at the cost of moral 
fibre, good convictions, great ideologies and principles, become ugly and 
we call them rakshasas. 
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HIGHER THE IDEAL, LOFTIER THE THOUGHTS 

In order to develop the human personality, the great religions of the world 
insist that growth should be beautiful and symmetrical. The total perfection 
that we invoke in ourselves  will be irresistible if we change our ideal 
from worldly things to the mighty Reality, which all religions call God. 

I am not talking about a particular form of God, which may lead to 
disputes. I am talking of God as an ideal, a concept of perfect beauty, 
perfect love, perfect kindness, perfect benevolence. I contemplate upon 
Him for a short time every day and invoke in me these qualities. If this 
is practised regularly, these new ideas and qualities are generated in my 
own mind gradually. In turn, my thoughts start changing slowly. In the 
beginning the changes are not perceptible, but over a period of time, there 
is a definite change in my personality. 

Once I was near a theatre in Bombay. It was lit up in red and blue to 
attract the public attention. 1 could see the people going up and down 
the road. In front of the theatre, there was a funnel of blue light over a 
certain area. I saw the people walking, entering the funnel of blue light 
and then walking away, out of it. When they entered the funnel of light, 
whatever the colour of their clothes, each one of them was splashed with 
a dash of blue. Similarly, you can have one idea, perhaps the love of your 
country or the love of sports. All your thoughts will get the colour of the 
ideal you cherish. Every action will have an aura of that ideal. 

If I have one inspiring ideal of a personal God Narayana or Allah or Christ 
or Rama, it will shed its glow on all the thoughts that flow through my 
mind. I will follow a life of dedication and act in the world outside in that 
spirit. Instead of egocentric activities prompted by the ideal of selfishness, 
let us surrender unto Him and act with love. Then we shall find that the 
quality and texture of thoughts change very quickly. 

As a result, our personality gains a fragrance and people will be attracted 
towards us. Even people who were your enemies will place a confidence 
in you which you never expected. You will slowly find that your friends 
increase. You will become such a positive force of action that anyone who 
comes near you will feel the dynamism, love and elevating vlslon. 

MAGNETISM OF A MAHATMA 

A king was going through a jungle on a hunting expedition. Suddenly, 
the king said, "Stop. There must be a mahatma somewhere here. Search and 
find him." The soldiers went in all directions and found an ashram. They 
informed the king that they had found the mahatma living in a small 
hut. The minister was wonder-struck at all this and asked the king, "Your 
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majesty, how did you know It?" The king pointed to a tree and said, "Look!" 
A deer was resting its head on a tiger's back and both of them were 
sleeping comfortably. The king said, "This is a clear indication that there is 
a dynamic man of perfection nearby, because in such a person's presence, even 
animals which are instinctively enemies live together harmoniously." 

I admit that this story may be an exaggeration, but these exaggerated 
stories, like commercial advertisements, emphasise the important point. 
The Puranas have many such stories to instruct us on the important points 
of virtuous living. Those who read, understand and live these values and 
ideals, will reflect the great culture called 'Bharat'. Those who revel in the 
light of Knowledge are called 'Bharateeyas'. That is why our country is 
called 'Bharai', This is the way of Hinduism. 
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Gurudev's work in the twentieth century was as revolutionary and as 
wide in scope as Sankara's revivalist movement had been twelve centuries 
earlier. In one radical sweep, Gurudev broke down age-old barriers of the 
mind. ln his scheme of things, the Jnana Yagna replaced the maths, the 
Sandeepany institutes of Vedanta became the gurukula for the modern 
sannyasi, and the Study Group became the gurukula for the householder. 
Through this scheme, he ensured that spiritual knowledge flowed to every 
section of society, bringing it new life and vigor.

Indians had long forgotten that the pursuit of spiritual knowledge had 
for centuries been intrinsic to the culture of India. In fact, the Sanskrit 
term for India, Bharata, itself signifies this attitude: ‘Bha’ means right or 
knowledge and ‘rata’ signifies ‘being devoted.’ From the earliest of times, 
Indians had been devoted to knowledge and made the quest for it their 
highest purpose of life. Gurudev brought back this value for knowledge 
to a society newly liberated from colonial rule and centuries of ignorance 
and apathy.

GURUDEV’S 
VISION 
FOR THE 
HOUSEHOLDER

EMPOWERED 
GRA HASTHA
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This is the time for the culture of the rishis to bring hope and strength, 
faith and courage, to dying hearts and confused heads. 

The number of educated people in India in the twentieth century was 
higher than ever before in the country's history. The educated elite had 
been groomed in a system of education developed by the British. Spiritual 
knowledge had no place in it, but the study of science created a questioning 
mind in the educated. Such a questioning mind had been an indispensable 
tool in the traditional scheme of education, and Gurudev set to use it to 
great advantage for teaching the timeless science of life.

The mystical language of the Upanishads, as 
also the language of Adi Sankara's bhasyas, 
or commentaries on them, is difficult to 
understand. The texts are in Sanskrit and 
they address the rational, thinking mind. 
By the twentieth century, even the Puranas 
had become inaccessible to large sections 
of society. Sanskrit studies had shrunk 
to an all-time low. In his jnana yajnas, 
Gurudev simplified the commentaries on 
these ardent texts for the average educated 
person who was not necessarily a thinker 
or philosopher. He made Vedic knowledge 
accessible to all those who sought it by 
bringing it to the doorstep of the modern 
Indian, regardless of age, gender, or 
community.

The Study Group was conceived by 
Gurudev as a forum for those engaged in 
professional and family lives. The weekly 
commitment would ensure the connection 
with the teaching and the teacher. lt would 

be a constant reminder of ideas and concepts gained, which would slowly 
transform into a refrain amid the daily chores and commitments.

As more and more people made this knowledge their own, it would 
undoubtedly translate into a higher level of consciousness not only at 
home and the workplace but also spill over into the public sphere.

The process would take several generations, but it was the only way to 
bring about a new world order. The ancient Rishis judged the greatness of a 
state not by the extent of its empire or by the size of its wealth, but by the 
degree of righteousness and justice that marked the public administration 
and the private lives of its citizens. True progress was judged by spiritual 
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and moral standards, not by material and physical ones. Sacrifice was 
deemed far more important than success, and renunciation was regarded 
as the crowning achievement of the human being. These were precisely 
the values and attitudes that Gurudev sought to bring back to society, for, 
somewhere embedded in the collective memory of people, this knowledge 
lay dormant as a seed. It needed watering and nurturing before it would 
sprout and grow.

SCHEME OF UNFOLDMENT FOR THE HOUSEHOLDER 

Gurudev referred to his householder devotees as “white-clothed” sadhus 
and deemed it necessary to engage them on a large scale. As he explained: 
Sankara had to deal with only the highest intellectuals of his time who 
were also sincere in their convictions. But now, to quell the doubters of 
the wisdom of your religion, you have to take it to the doorsteps and into 
their homes in order to make them live the fragrant life that is theirs. lt 
is not their fault. It is the fault of the times, of the situation in which the 
modern man finds himself. Innumerable problems confront man, intimately 
connecting him and affecting his day-to-day, moment-to-moment life. A 
growing population, cutthroat competition, and an appalling food shortage 
are baffling the thinking man today. ln these conditions, moral values and 
political ideas are subjected to terrific stress and strain, and people are 
not prepared even to look at fresh concepts or ideas on these matters.
They will not seek your message. You will have to take it to them, in a 
way they can assimilate it.

To set the ball rolling for 
the renaissance of an entire 
society, Gurudev began with 
the householders, and then 
gradually elaborated a Study 
scheme for every age group, 
each with its own specific 
focus. A national revival 
on the scale that Gurudev 
envisioned required the 
engagement of each and 
everyone, according to his or 
her capacity. Empowerment 
through spiritual knowledge is 
the priceless gift that Gurudev 
gave his generation. That is 
the gift that Chinmaya Mission 
continues to offer to one and all.
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Satsang with Pujya Gurudev
M A Y  1 9 8 9

Question:
Where is your God I do not see, hear, or know Him, and in 
these days of misery and sorrow, I doubt at all He exists, I find 
Him to be absolutely blind and deaf. I refuse to believe in God.

Answer:
You are perfectly right in your cry of protest against a God who is 
not coming forward to protect and save the world which is suffering 
from sorrow and miseries.  If the coolness of ice does not reach 
to console the finger that is in the fire, it must certainly be the 
impotency of the ice to cool!  Or else we will have to accept that the 
suffering of the finger is because of the stupidity of the person behind 
the finger, and this is rather inconvenient!

If one has the intelligence to know and recognize that both heat and 
cold exist in life, and that each is the immediate antidote of the other, 
then how can a person court the persecutions of the one, crying out 
the impotency of the other? If you are feeling persecuted by the cold, 
move toward the fire, invoke its grace, and bask in its warmth. If 
you are suffering from heat, move toward the cooler embrace of some 
refreshing shade.

Just as we have been running after the world of sense cravings, lust 
and passions, of loveless cruelties, and of empty values, thus courting 
these days of sorrow, we can now turn to seek the opposite virtues 
and enjoy their comforts.

This positive state of harmony and peace, which can be invoked 
by an intelligent person of will and courage, is called God.  He 
is present everywhere as the raga in the music, or the canvas in a 
painting. He is the warp and woof of the entire tapestry of life, as 
the thread in a piece of cotton. We must have the ears to listen to 
the raga, we must have the understanding to see the canvas, and we 
must have the knowledge to recognize the thread in the cloth.

The Spiritual Quest
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Satsang with Pujya Gurudev
M A Y  1 9 8 9

The hurried existence of busy experiences diverts our attention and 
we must necessarily fail to see, hear, or know Him.  In the form of 
a letter, I can do no better than sing in chorus with Hans Denk: Oh 
my God, how does it happen in this poor old world that Thou art 
so great and yet nobody finds Thee, that Thou callest so loudly and 
nobody hears Thee, that Thou art so near and yet nobody feels Thee, 
that Thou divest Thyself to everybody and yet nobody even knows 
Thy name? Men flee from Thee and say they cannot find Thee, they 
turn their backs and say they cannot see Thee, they cover their ears 
and say they cannot hear Thee.

Question:
What is the relation between soul and God?

Answer:
Let us first of all make sure that we agree upon the definitions of 
the terms used, or else there will be confusion. Can I assume that 
you mean by soul, the spark of life in the body that makes our 
bodies alive? Shall we also assume that what you mean by God is the 
ultimate Reality, the total life force? Now we can restate the question 
raised by you as: What is the relation between the life spark in us and the 
total life force?”   

If I have understood your question correctly, let me now ask you: 
What is the relation between the electric current in the power-
house and the current in a switched-on-bulb hanging in your 
bedroom?  What is the relation between your bedroom space and the 
atmospheric space? This is exactly the relationship between the soul 
and God!

The individual soul is a manifestation of the Oversoul as life in a 
form, and the seemingly limited entity, the soul in me, is the same 
as the total life-God, the all-pervading.  The atmospheric space is 
homogeneous and all-pervading, but when conditioned by four 
walls, a roof, and a floor, it gains an individuality as the bedroom. 
Arrogating to itself the ego that I am, the bedroom comes to claim 
that conditioned space as the bedroom space.  In fact, it is ever 
the same as the eternal space.  Before the room was built the room 
space was there, one with the entire universal space, when the room 
crumbles down in decay, the room space shall again lose its selfish 
arrogation as a separate identity and shall merge to become as it was 
in the beginning, one with the whole.
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Similarly the soul: Conditioned by the enveloping layers of matter 
(body, mind, and intellect), the Spirit that reigns within gains 
in our egoistic false identifications with the unreal wrappings of 
matter — misunderstanding that I am the body, mind, or intellect."  
This mistake is the cause of our delusion and sorrow.  When this 
misunderstanding is removed by a correct understanding of our true 
identity as atman, the soul merges to become God.  In this process 
there is no modification or change, it is but a question of Self-
discovery.  The soul in its essence is God.  If we follow our agreed 
definitions: The soul minus our egoistic mistake is God, God plus our 
egoistic mistake is the soul.

Question:
What is the purpose of my being here?

Answer:
Whose purpose? The purpose of the perceiver-feeler-thinker or the 
purpose of the Reality? Purpose can only be for the imperfect. The 
Lord can have no purpose. In fact from His standpoint, there is no 
world!  Is there a dream and a dreamer from the standpoint of the 
person who is now awake?

Purpose can only be for the perceiver-feeler-thinker who is imperfect. 
The dreamer's purpose is never fulfilled by acquiring for himself 
anything in the dream, the dreamer’s life is transcended only when 
he wakes up. In the same way, the purpose of the perceiver-feeler-
thinker seems to be the attainment of infinite happiness and a total 
state of contentment, and both of these are gained only when one 
realizes that one’s true nature is Om, the Reality.  Rediscovering our 
identity with God, and thus awakening to a higher state, 
is the purpose of life.

Question:
Why is the concept of God necessary in spiritual life?

Answer:
It is not necessary as long as one is willing to logically and truthfully 
investigate the body, mind, and intellect and the perceiver, feeler, and 
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thinker in relation to the objects, emotions, and thoughts. Such an 
inquiry will lead to the Subject in us, and we will be forced to accept 
that something other than matter is expressing itself through matter. 
This spiritual essence, is indicated by the word God.

Question:
What would a spiritual seeker miss if he excluded the concept 
of God and restricted his understanding and practice to the 
schemes of body, mind, and intellect?

Answer:
The seeker would miss everything because he would not be a seeker 
of Truth as much as an observer of effects.  The concept of God is 
needed for a seeker to tune up his mind and intellect and point them 
to a single, inspiring, meaningful, and fruitful altar.

The intellect appreciates Reality as represented in the altar of 
God, and the mind flows toward Him in supreme love.  Such an 
instrument is the vehicle for meditation.

Question:
In one of your lectures, you mentioned that Narayana in the 
form of thought strikes Einstein's mind, and the theory of 
relativity is the result.  My questions are: Why did Narayana 
select Einstein for this purpose?  ls there any particular time for 
these kinds of ideas or inventions to crop up in the mind?  How 
is a particular moment selected by Narayana to offer new ideas?  
ls this process related to the process of evolution of humankind?

Answer:
Narayana is ever present, just as electricity is ever present.  Yet the 
radio does not play music until it is switched on, and even when 
it is switched on, the electric current in the radio produces only 
that music which is played by the station to which the set is tuned.  
Einstein was tuned to relativity, Newton to gravity, Sir C.V. Raman to 
the Raman rays, and Shankara to sat-cit-ananda (Absolute existence-
knowledge-bliss).
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A MONTHLY SPIRITUAL OF 
CHINMAYA MISSION WORLDWIDE

Published by Chinmaya Chinmaya Mission Worldwide

It is Internationally acclaimed Publication filled with articles and reports that 
are inspiring and educational. Hindus living all over the world keep in touch 

with their spiritual heritage through Tapovan Prasad.
Annual Subscription by Airmail: 

US $25 (12 issues)
Make checks payable to 

Tapovan Prasad, and mail to 
Chinmaya Mission 

No.2, 13th Ave., Harrington Rd, 
Chetput, Chennai, 600 031, India

TAPOVAN PRASAD
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Group study offers a greater depth and a wider 
perspective to the understanding of a topic than an 

individual can hope to attain on his own. The group synergy 
not only sustains collective and individual motivation but also 

enables bonding and team effort, which enrich the individual, the 
group, and the organization. It is for this reason that the group 
study is common in academic and other learning environments.

The Chinmaya Study Group
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The Chinmaya Study Group, however, is distinct for a variety of reasons. 
Above all, it is devoted to the study of the scriptures — of Advaita Vedanta 
in particular. Since the scriptures are concerned with the inner world of 
an individual, the purpose of such study is self-transformation. Hence, 
the goal of the Study Group is not the attainment of anything in the 
outside world, but rather the inner ability to better face the world and 
its manifold challenges.

The Study Group is a forum where intellectual knowledge must go 
hand in hand with devotion. Both constitute the two wings of the bird 
of wisdom and are necessary to enable it to soar high into the realm 
of experience. Mere intellectual growth invariably leads to arrogance. 
Common everyday experience shows how those with knowledge exploit 
those without it — hence, the saying, ‘Knowledge is power.' However, the 
knowledge that the scriptures talk about leads to wisdom. Wisdom lies 
in the recognition that well-being can never be restricted to an individual 
or a group of individuals. It implies the well-being of all, for it is based 
on the understanding of the underlying unity of all life. Diversity exists 
only at the apparent, superficial level.

The Study Group is also a forum where no member is the teacher. The 
sole teacher is either Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda or Guruji Swami 
Tejomayananda whose commentary of the text is under study.

The moderator of the group is one among equals. However, he or she is 
expected to have a little more experience and exposure to Vedanta than 
the others in order to be able to provoke meaningful discussion and ensure 
that it remains within the context of the readings.

The Chinmaya Study Group is, by and large, a neighborhood activity. The 
ideal size is from eight to ten people, of whom one is the moderator or 
facilitator. Members of the group gather in a home once a week for an 
hour-and-a-half to study the scriptures. In some places, Study Groups also 
meet at the local Mission center in smaller or bigger groups. They follow 
a syllabus that was set up by Gurudev and to which Guruji has added a 
certain number of new texts in recent years.

This prescribed syllabus permits a gradual and systematic immersion 
into an ocean of knowledge. No special qualifications are required to join 
the Study Group other than a desire for this knowledge, commitment, 
and dedication.

There is no financial transaction involved either, for the sharing of this 
knowledge is itself a scriptural injunction. The ideal candidate could be 
one who recognizes that, despite having everything, a sense of fulfillment 
and plenitude is absent. Or it may be an individual propelled by some 
sorrow or deception to seek a deeper meaning to life. Often it is the 
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B Y  S WA M I  C H I N M AYA N A N D A

question of ones’ purpose in life that arises in the mind and compels one 
to seek an answer. It could also be disgust at ways in which one has led 
one's life and a burning desire to turn over a new leaf. The Study Group 
is also ideal for someone who is simply interested in studying Vedanta in 
a structured manner with like-minded people.

The scriptures emphasize that only one-fourth of our knowledge is acquired 
from the teacher, who is the basic prerequisite to learning.

Even today when we have access to knowledge through DVDs or over 
the internet, that knowledge comes from a source and that source is the 
teacher. A second quarter of our knowledge is gained through our own 
thinking and reflection. The third quarter comes about through discussion 
with companions, co-students, and like-minded people.

The last quarter is learned through personal experiences in life, both good 
and bad. All these four aspects of learning are essential if one is to acquire 
a holistic understanding of a subject.

Highlighting the importance of the Study Group, Gurudev explained:

Merely listening to my yajnas will not add to your beauty. These 
ideas are to be reflected on deeply and digested slowly. This process 
is hastened only when you discuss what you have studied with 
others. Study Groups constitute the heart of our Mission. The ideas 
gathered by you, when discussed with others, not only become 
deeply rooted in you but, as they become clearer in your own 
concept, in your own understanding, they also inspire those who 
listen to you. Thus, each student, while trying to strengthen his 
own understanding, can become an instrument for the spread of this 
knowledge. This process is the dynamic study scheme followed in 
the Vedantic tradition. This is not a Chinmaya methodology; it is 
the most ancient Vedantic tradition of study.

An understanding of the place of discussion in the Vedantic tradition is, 
therefore, relevant at this point.
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 1 . Self Unfoldment
 2 . Tattva bodh
 3 . Bhaja Govindam
 4 . Atma bodh
 5 . Manah Shodhanam
 6 . Upadesa Saram
 7 . Narada Bhakti Sutra
 8 . Meditation and Life
 9 . Bhagavad Gita Introduction – Ch .1 & 2
 10 . Jnanasarah
 11 . Kenopanishad
 12 . Gita, Ch . 3 – 6
 13 . Dyanaswaroopam
 14 . Kaivalya Upanishad
 15 . Gita, Ch . 7 – 9
 16 . Isavasya Upanishad
 17 . Gita, Ch . 10 – 12
 18 . Bhakti Sudha
 19 . Gita, Ch . 13 – 15
 20 . Mundaka Upanishad
 21 . Gita, Ch . 16 – 18
 22 . Sat Darshan
23 . Vivekachoodamani

Vedanta Study Groups held in the Bay Area are listed in this issue of Chinmaya Tej 
and you may contact them if you wish to join a Study Group.

C H I N M A YA
STUDY GROUPS
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Shiva Abhisheka & Puja
at Chinmaya Sandeepany / San Jose

Conducted By Mission Members

 Every 2nd Monday of the month - 7:30-8:30 pm

A D U L T
  CLASSES

FREMONT
SATURDAYS
2pm-3pm: Video discourses on Bhagavad Gita, Ch 10 

by Swami Chinmayananda

SAN RAMON
SATURDAYS
4:30-6:00pm: Video discourses on Bhagavad Gita, Ch. 3 & 4

SAN JOSE 
SATURDAYS
1:50pm – 2:50pm: Video discourses Bhagavad Geeta, Ch. 2 

By Swami Chinmayananda 

SUNDAYS
9:05am – 10:15am: Video discourses on Bhagavad Geeta, Ch. 2 

By Swami Chinmayananda 

10:30am – 11:30am: Video discourses on Rama Charita Manas 
By Swami Tejomayananda 

 1:50pm – 2:50pm: Video discourses on Rama Charita Manas 
By Swami Tejomayananda
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LANGUAGE & 
BALA VIHAR/YUVA KENDRA 
  CLASSES 

We have over 2100 children enrolled in our program, 

from our three centers, since enrollment started 1980 school year. 

I wish to thank all the volunteer Teachers, Co-Teachers and Youth 

Helpers teaching and assisting in the different classes. It takes 

more than teachers to organize these programs at Chinmaya/

Sandeepany, Fremont Washington High, and California High 

School. Parent Volunteers and CMSJ Volunteers organize 

setting up, Book-Store, Snacks, Lecture Halls etc.

OUR SINCERE THANKS TO EVERY ONE 
OF THE MANY DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS.

Adult video courses are also offered during Bala Vihar sessions. 

The Parking Lot is on Hickerson Drive, and you can walk 

from the parking lot to the class-rooms.

We are currently using 25 classrooms in several sessions.

I appreciate all the efforts of the parents, some of you are driving 

your children from as far North as Redwood City to San Jose. 

You will find it very rewarding as you see your children grow up 

with Hindu Heritage, moulding them into young adults.

We want the best for our children.All parents will receive email 

announcements with regard to changes.

For each location, an in-depth schedule is posted on 
www.cmsj.org, or call the contact listed.
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FREMONT
Contact: Lakshmi Prakash / (510) 490-1266 

Washington High School 
38442, Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94536

 12:30pm -4:00pm — Bala Vihar classes

SAN JOSE
Contact: Uma / (650) 969-4389 

Chinmaya Sandeepany 
10160 Clayton Road, San Jose

SATURDAYS
 12:30pm -1:30pm — Gita Chanting, language classes

 1:45pm - 2:55pm — Bala Vihar, KG - 8th Grade

 3:00pm - 4:00pm — Vedic Math, Hindi classes (Intermediate & Advanced)

SUNDAYS
 8:00am - 9:00am — Gita Chanting, Hindi classes, Yoga

  9:15am - 10:15am — Bala Vihar/Yuva Kendra 6th - 12th Grade

 10:45am - 11:55am — Bala Vihar, Grade KG - 5th Grade, 
language classes, Gita/Vedic Chanting

 12:3pam - 1:30pm — Gita Chanting, language classes

 1:45pm - 2:55pm — Bala Vihar, Grade KG - 8th Grade

 3:00pm - 4:00pm — Hindi classes

 2:00pm - 4:00pm  — Swaranjali (EVERY WEEK)

SAN RAMON
Contact: Meena Kapadia / (925) 680-7037 

California High School 
9870 Broadmoor Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583

 2:00pm -6:00pm — Bala Vihar classes

GITA CHANTING CLASSES FOR CHILDREN
SAN JOSE Chinmaya Sandeepany 
Every Saturday & Sunday / Contact: (650) 949-4389

FREMONT Washington High School 
Every Saturday / Contact: (510) 490-1266

SAN RAMON California High School 
Every Saturday 3:15pm - 4:15pm / Contact: (510) 490-1266
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A D U L T  S E S S I O N S

V E D A N T A
STUDY GROUPS

Classes held weekly unless otherwise stated.

LOS ALTOS 
Bhagavad Gita, Uma Jeyarasasingam 
Ruchita Parat: (650) 858-1209 
7:30 PM Thursday

LOS GATOS 
Jnanasarah, Sandeep Tiwari 
Sandeep Tiwari: (408) 234-7815 
8:00 PM Friday

MILPITAS 
Vivekachudamani, Uma Jeyarasasingam 
Suma Venkatesh: (408) 263-2961 
7:30 PM Tuesday

MOUNTAIN HOUSE 
Tattva Bodha, Padmaja Joshi 
Padmaja Joshi: (209) 830-1295 
9:00 AM Sunday

REDWOOD CITY 
Bhagavad Gita, Jayaram Reddy 
Jyoti Asundi: (650) 358-4010 
7:30 PM Friday
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Classes held weekly unless otherwise stated.

SAN RAMON 
Bhagavad Gita, Bela Pandya 
Sireesha Balabadra: (925) 804-6102 
7:00 PM Wednesday

SAN RAMON (CAL HI) 
Bhagavad Gita, Meena Kapadia 
Meena Kapadia: (925) 680-7037 
3:15 PM Saturday

SAN RAMON 
Kathopanishad, Padmaja Joshi 
Padmaja Joshi: Skype ID: Padmapatra 
5:00 PM Sunday

SARATOGA 
Bhaja Govindam, Kalpana Jaswa 
Kalpana Jaswa: (408) 741-4920 
10:30 AM Thursday

WEST SAN JOSE 
Bhagavad Gita, Krishna Kumari Reddy 
Krishna Kumari Reddy: (408) 806-2876 
 8:00 AM Wednesday

WALNUT CREEK 
Bhagavad Gita, Vipin Kapadia 
Rakesh Bhutani: (925) 933-2650 
9:30 AM Sunday
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Those who are interested in joining the choir as a vocalist or musicians 

please be in touch with the contact for each event.

SAN JOSE
Choir sessions are held every Sunday between 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
 VENUE: Chinmaya Sandeepany / San Jose
 TEACHERS: Prema Sriram, Jaya Krishnan
 CONTACT: Prema Sriram: NANSUK@aol.com 

SAN RAMON
Choir sessions are held once every two weeks, Saturdays at 2:00pm - 3:00pm
 VENUE: California High School 
  9870 Broadmoor Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583
 TEACHER: Shrividhya
 CONTACT: Shrividhya: 925-236-2653 / gurucharan11@hotmail.com

FREMONT
Choir sessions are held weekly on Saturdays, 12 noon - 1:00 pm
 VENUE: Washington High School / Fremont
 TEACHERS: Natana Valiveti and Rajashri Iyengar
 CONTACT: Natana: natana@yahoo.com

S WA R A N J A L I  Y O U T H  C H O I R

BALVIHAR MAGAZINE
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Just for Kids!
Parents...

This is a monthly magazine published by Central Chinmaya Mission, 
Mumbai for Children. It is packed with stories, puzzles, arts and craft ideas, 

children’s contributions of essays, riddles, games, and much more. 
You can subscribe to it directly. The annual subscription is $30 and 

you will receive it monthly by air. We suggest that you subscribe 
in your child’s name so your child will have the pleasure of 

receiving his or her own magazine from India.

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 
Central Chinmaya Mission Trust

MAIL TO: 
Central Chinmaya Mission Trust 

Sandeepany Sadhanalaya, 
Saki Vihar Road, 

Mumbai 400 072, India

BALVIHAR MAGAZINE
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S A N  J O S E
Are You Willing to Volunteer or Just Sponsor the Program? 

If yes, please call Krishna Bhamre: (408) 733-4612  
or e-mail sbhamre@yahoo.com

We need VOLUNTEERS for preparing and serving 
Hot Meals for the Homeless. Lunch bags are prepared by 

Yuva Kendra volunteers on the last Sunday of the month at 
Bala Vihar locations for approximately 150 homeless people. 

All Youth volunteers should contact: 
Jayaram Reddy(jreddy80@gmail.com) for more details.

Meals For The Homeless Program: Served at San Jose’s 
Emergency Housing Consortium at Orchard Drive off 

Curtner Avenue (Adult & Youth Volunteers & Sponsors).

F R E M O N T
Fremont BV sponsors Sandwiches For The Needy.

On the 2nd Saturday/Washington High School in Fremont.
Parents of Bala Vihar and the kids prepare 70 Sandwiches, 

bag them and provide chips, fruit and juice. 
The Sandwiches are delivered to the Tricity Homeless 

Coalition, where they are served to adults and children.
The Shelter is located on 588 Brown Road, Fremont, CA
In addition, last Christmas, Fremont Bala Vihar donated 
new blankets, sweaters, sweat shirts, and infant warm 

clothes etc. to the homeless at the shelter.

Community 
Outreach Program

S E VA  O P P O RT U N I T I E S
C H I N M A Y A  M I S S I O N  S A N  J O S E
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Swami Tejomayananda
ITINERARY

EARLY SUMMER 2015

DATE LOCATION /  EVENT PHONE

01 Mar - 02 Mar Amritsar Visit

04 Mar - 08 Mar Yajna +91 - 240 - 232 6440 
 Shri Laxmikant M 
 Aurangabad 431 005, Maharashtra, India

10 Mar Coimbature +91 - 422 - 261 5446 
 Advanced Vedanta Course 

13 Mar - 18 Mar  Tapovan Kuti +91 - 1374 - 222 357 
 Ujeli, Uttarkashi +91 - 1374 - 223 373 
 249 193 Uttarkhand, India 
 Mundakopanishad Camp in English

21 Mar - 28 Mar Chinmaya Jagruti +91 - 98999 98829

21 Mar - 28 Mar Patiala +91 - 98999 98829 
 Chinmaya Jagruti 
 Sri Ram Mandir 
 Patiala 147 004, Punjab, India 
 Tulsi Ramayana

28 Mar Patiala +91 - 98999 98829 
 Chinmaya Jagruti 
 Sri Ram Mandir 
 Patiala 147 004, Punjab, India 
 Sri Ramanavami
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Swami 
Tejomayananda

CONTINUED

1 Apr - 5 Apr  Melbourne +61 - 426 753 335 
 Chinmaya Mission, Templestowe 
 VIC 3106 Australia 
 Geeta Ch 3: Success Without Stress

4 Apr  Melbourne +61 - 426 753 335 
 Chinmaya Mission, Templestowe 
 VIC 3106 Australia 
 Shri Hanuman Jayanti

6 Apr - 11 Apr Chinmaya Sannidhi +61 - 426 753 335 
 Castle Hill, NSW 2154 Australia 
 Geeta Ch 2 

14 Apr - 19 Apr Manila +63 - 2 - 852 1839 
 Beena & Sham  +63 - 917 - 5181099 
 Advani 
 Makati City, Philippines 1200

22 Apr - 26 Apr Rewa +91 - 99935 59928 
 Chinmaya Sewa +91 - 94251 85661 
 Ashram 
 Laxmanpur, Madhya Pradesh, India

27 Apr - 30 Apr Retreat

DATE LOCATION /  EVENT PHONE



“He who revels in the 
heart of all beings is Rama.”

Swami Chinmayananda 
Adhyatma Ramayana

JOIN THE CHINMAYA FAMILY AS A  SPONSOR:
We invite you to join our Sponsorship program so that you can help us to 

promote, sustain and continue to teach adults and children, alike, the Hindu 
Dharma which is our Heritage. Chinmaya Mission began its service to the 

Hindu Community some 20 years ago in the Bay Area.We are funded by public 
contributions. Your contribution, as a Sponsor, goes towards the operation of 

Sandeepany. Many families who are taking part in the various classes that we offer 
to adults and children, have enrolled themselves as Sponsors. They enjoy many 

benefits and become an integral part of the spiritual family at Sandeepany. 
Sponsorship is an annual contribution of $500 per family. The donation 
is tax deductible and can also be paid bi-annually, quarterly or monthly.

O U R  S P O N S O R S  R E C E I V E
• All classes offered at Sandeepany Schools for adults and children.

• The journal, MANANAM and the bi-monthly newsletters, 
Chinmaya Tej and the CMW Newsletter.

• Invitations to attend Weekend Retreats held periodically at Sandeepany.

U N I T E D  W AY  C O N T R I B U T I O N S
Your contributions to United Way can now be designated to 
Chinmaya Mission San Jose (United Way I.D. No 212100). 

The Mission is enrolled to receive such contributions 
with the United Way Agency in Santa Clara. 

CHINMAYA FAMILY WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT.
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If travelling South on 101 
Follow US-101 S to E Capitol Expressway in San Jose. 
Take the Capitol Expressway exit from I-680 N. 
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.

If travelling South on 280 
Follow South 280 to E Capitol Expressway in San Jose. 
Take the exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680 N. 
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd

If travelling South on 880 
Take US-101 S to E Capitol Expy in San Jose. 
Take exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680 N. 
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.

If travelling South on 280 
Take the 280 exit to San Jose. 
Get off at the Meridian North Exit. 
Go to Park Ave. and make a right turn

If travelling South on 680 
Take the exit for Capitol Expressway from I-680 
Follow E Capitol Expressway and Story Rd to 10160 Clayton Rd.D
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